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CONTACT US!

  SMeART COMPASS FOR SMART ENGINEERING POLICIES AND INITIATIVES IS NOW AVAILABLE!
The SMeART Compass for Smart Engineering Policies and Initiatives is now published! It provides a comprehensive overview of the most 
relevant programmes and policies within the field of Smart Engineering across all 28 EU member states! You will find here key data con-
cerning these initiatives, useful links to funding bodies and contacts, and you can also benefit from the accumulated European experience 
of promoting Smart Industry. 
Visit the SMeART website and download the Compass for free here!

 WHO CAN BENEFIT FROM THE SMeART COMPASS?
Regional and national Smart Industry policy makers: If you are engaged in designing, developing and 
promoting Smart Industry policy in your country and want to learn more about the related strategies, 
initiatives, and policies that have been implemented across Europe so far, then this Compass will pro-
vide you with the necessary information and help you identify good practice that can be valorised.  
Project managers within manufacturing SMEs: Are you planning an ambitious Smart Industry project 
within your company and are looking for funding opportunities and/or project partners to implement 
it? The Compass will direct you towards the appropriate funding body and also towards partners in 
all EU countries who possess the desired competence profiles!
Engineering SMEs: are you searching for networking opportunities within the field of Smart Industry? 
Get connected with Smart Industry trendsetters across Europe and benefit from their know-how by 
using this Compass!

WHAT IS COMING NEXT? 
The SMeART handbook HEI-Business Cooperation Model & Guidelines is on the way. This tool will provide technical and pedagogical ad-
vice on how to facilitate the transition to a ‘smart’ company, how to organise the acquisition of related staff competences, and how to promote 
cooperation and know-how transfer between businesses and researchers to jointly tackle the challenges related to Smart Industry. 
Additionally, very soon, you will be able to benefit from the SMeART online stress test tool, which will allow companies to check their current 
state concerning Smart Industry and to immediately obtain relevant feedback, including possible suggestions for improvements!

Knowledge Alliance for Upskilling Europe‘s SMEs to meet the challenges of Smart Engineering

SMeART is the short name for the project Knowledge Alliance for Upskilling Europe‘s SMEs to meet the challenges of Smart 
Engineering. This 3-year project within the Erasmus+ programme Knowledge Alliances aims to provide Europe’s small and medi-
um-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the engineering sector with practical tools to support them during the transition to smart industry.  
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